Required RFP Amendments 8/9/23 PT 2

AMENDMENT

X.I.2.nn; DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CRITERIA, Structure Plans, Criteria; Page 92:

Correction: Added requirements for plugging and grouting

3. Criteria:

nn. All traffic railings shall be 36” single slope traffic railing (Index 521-427), traffic railing with noise wall (Index 521-509) or 36” median single slope traffic railing (Index 521-426). Modify all existing end bents, abutments, approach slabs, retaining walls and other structures as required to provide the Index 521-427, Index 521-509 and Index 521-426 traffic railings per the Contract Documents. The FDOT Indexes listed below have been identified as containing possible inaccurate estimated reinforcing steel quantities:

Index 521-511
Index 521-513
Index 521-509
Index 521-510

The DBF’s are to review these FDOT Indexes and include in their bid all costs for labor, material, equipment, time and incidentals associated with providing the proper reinforcing steel quantities to construct the project.